
14ltr builders bucket complete 
with handle
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KNIPEX STEEL FIXERS PLIERS

BUILDERS BUCKET

The Knipex 68 01 range end cutting pliers are ideal for twisting and cutting 
wire in one operation. They are fast, reliable and economical and will make 
light work of the toughest of job applications and come in 180 and 200mm 
versions.

The 68 01 series cutting pliers offer a long service life making these the 
most widely purchased end cutting pliers.

With cutting edges hardened approximately 61 HRC, these pliers will help 
make light work on annealed tie wire used on reinforced rods or braided 
reinforced concrete mesh.

The Knipex 68 01 range of pliers are made from high-grade special tool 
steel, forged and then oil-hardened for reliability and durability. They have 
plastic moulded handles for added grip and user comfort

EXPANDING FOAM GUN

REELFIX

IDEAL REEL

Reelfix offers a comprehensive tie wire delivery system including dispensing 
reel, comfort pad and heavy duty belt. Sets are normally supplied free of 
charge to major projects. Tying wire is supplied on 
a 2kg recyclable spool in 10kg cartons (5 spools per carton)

Holds 2kg coils of annealed tying wire, from 14 to 18 gauge. 
Designed for either left of right hand use. Fits onto 2 inch belts. 
Made from die-cast aluminium.  (Tie-wire not included)

RACHET PULLER

Bag Tie Puller
Heavy duty ratchet 
puller to use with 
double loo wire ties.

A professional quality 
gun designed for the 
application of single 
component polyurethane 
foam. A trigger and flow 
adjuster knob enable the 
user to control the foam 
flow to give a clean, even 
bead with reduced waste. 

The gun is hermetically 
sealed to prevent 
hardening of the product 
when left in the gun.



Multi-Application - Hard/Medium Abrasive Asphalt
For medium hardness class B engineering 
bricks, concrete kerbs, concrete lintels and 
beams, reinforced concrete, 30-60 newton 
block paviours, york stone, concrete pipes 
and other less abrasive materials. Ductile 
iron and steel up to 10mm thickness.

Hard Materials
Very hard concrete, class A engineering 
bricks, 65-100 newton clay paviours, hard 
flint aggregates, reinforced concrete lintels, 
kerbs, hard concrete paving slabs, some clay 
products, granite, hard slate.

Precon offer a full range of abrasive blades for all types of application.

Please call sales for further information:

Orderl ine 0844 800 2464

Tools

DRILL BITS

Precon can offer a full range of Drill bits in all diameters and lengths to suit 
any application.

Types Available:
• SDS plus
• SDS max
• Standard Masonry
• Steel

DIAMOND BLADES

ABRASIVE CUTTING & GRINDING BLADES

Multi-Application - Hard/Medium Steel
Very hard concrete, Class A engineering 
bricks, 65-100 newton clay paviours, hard 
flint aggregates, reinforced concrete lintels, 
kerbs, hard concrete paving slabs, some 
clay products, granite, hard slate. Ductile 
iron and steel up to 10mm thickness.

General Purpose
For medium hardness class B engineering 
bricks, concrete kerbs, concrete lintels and 
beams, reinforced concrete, 30-60 newton 
block paviours, york stone, concrete pipes 
and other less abrasive materials.

MUT5 - 10MM SEGMENTS

RA30 - 10MM SEGMENTS

MM50 - CUTS EVERYTHING

GPT - 10MM SEGMENTS
SIZE

115mm
125mm
230mm
300mm
350mm

CODE

RA3011522
RA3012522
RA3023022
RA3030020
RA3035025

SIZE

230mm
300mm
350mm

CODE

MUT523022
MUT530020
MUT535025

SIZE

SIZE

230mm
350mm
400mm
450mm

115mm
125mm
230mm
300mm
350mm

CODE

CODE

MM5030020
MM5035025
MM5040025
MM5045025

GPT11522
GPT12522
GPT23022
GPT30020
GPT35025

Precon offer a full 
range of Diamond 
blades for all 
applications. Our 
blades are 
manufactured by 
Edge JCB a 
leading manufacture 
in diamond blade 
technology.

MUT5

RA30

GPT



Stiff mixed bristles mounted in an acrylic plug with a steel ferrule, for 
applying rough surface applications such as Bitumen and similar viscous 
materials, and liquid tar to flat roofs or to finish off road repair patch.

TAR BRUSHES
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STANDARD & HEAVY SPRAYERS

Sprayers: 8ltr metal, 8ltr plastic, or Knapsack.

All sprayers sold as complete units.

IMPORTANT: We recommend that cleaning solvent is used with all 
sprayers and the responsibility for maintenance lies with the purchaser. 
Precon accepts no responsibility for badly maintained sprayers.

APPLICATION ACCESSORIES

FLOOR SCRAPER

Barrell gun:  Heavy duty applicator gun
Follower plate:  For easy filling of guns and cartridges
Mixing paddle:  To ensure correct mixing
Skeleton gun:  For use with disposable cartridges
Cartridge:  A disposable cartridge
Nozzle:  Nozzle for above
Bond breaker:  Bond breaking tape

Foam backer rod
A close cell polyethylene cord used for caulking joints prior to application 
of sealant.

Available in 12, 15, 20, 25 and 30mm

Heavy duty floor scraper 
used for removing 
grease and dirt from 
workshop floors, 
preparation areas and 
shopping arcades etc.

LAP ROLLER

Wooden handled lap roller for use with self adhesive membranes and tapes.

HEAVY DUTY ROLLER C/W 
EXTENDING HANDLE

Heavy duty roller c/w extendable handle for the application Bitumen based 
products, floor paints, primers etc


